This paper investigates two xpoint approaches for minimal model reasoning with disjunctive logic programs P. The show by a counterexample that T INT P is not continuous. Nevertheless, we prove that it converges towards its least xpoint in at most ! steps too, as follows from the relationship that we show exists between hyperresolution and model generation.
states and its least xpoint is the set of logical consequences of P, the so{called minimal model state of the program.
We establish a useful relationship between hyperresolution by T s P and model generation by T INT P . Then we investigate the problem of continuity of the two operators T s P and T INT P . It is known that the operator T s P is continuous 12], and so it reaches its least xpoint in at most ! steps. On the other hand, the question of whether T INT P is continuous has been open. We
show by a counterexample that T INT P is not continuous. Nevertheless, we prove that it converges towards its least xpoint in at most ! steps too, as follows from the relationship that we show exists between hyperresolution and model generation.
Introduction
The semantics of a disjunctive logic program has been characterized by its set of minimal Herbrand models or, equivalently, by the collection of all positive disjunctions that hold in every minimal Herbrand model of the program (see 11] ). This collection is called the minimal model state of the program.
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These equivalent semantic de nitions gave rise to two alternative ways of computing the meaning of a program. The rst one, denoted here by model generation, relies on a xpoint operator T M P that operates on sets of Herbrand interpretations and whose least xpoint is the set of minimal Herbrand models of the program. This operator was originally introduced by Fern andez and Minker in 4] (see also 2, 5] ) for the case of disjunctive logic programs without function symbols.
The second approach, developed by Minker and Rajasekar 12] , is based on a xpoint operator T s P de ned on sets of positive disjunctions called states. This operator uses hyperresolution to construct the model state of the program as its least xpoint. We refer to this approach as state generation.
In this paper, we further investigate the nature of model and state generations and prove some useful relationships between them. In particular, we investigate the problem of continuity 16] , this iterative operator can be used to construct the stable models and partial stable models (the well{founded model in particular) of normal disjunctive logic programs. The paper consists of the following sections: Section 2 presents some basic de nitions and notation. Section 3 summarizes the main properties of state generation. Section 4 surveys model generation, de nes the new operator T INT P and shows that it is not continuos. This section also proves the existence of minimal models of disjunctive logic programs. Section 5 establishes some useful relationships between model generation and state generation. As a consequence of these relationships, it is proven that T INT P reaches its least xpoint in at most ! steps. Section 6 provides an iterated version of the operator T INT P that constructs the perfect models of strati ed disjunctive logic programs, and is used to generate the (partial) stable models of normal disjunctive logic programs. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Basic De nitions and Notations
Given a rst order language, a disjunctive logic program P consists of logical inference rules of the form A 1 _ : : : _ A k B 1^: : :^B m ; (1) where A i , i 2 h1; k i, and B i , i 2 h1; mi, are (positive) atoms in the language and k; m 2 IN 0 .
1
A rule is called a fact if m = 0. The set of all ground instances of the rules and facts in P is 1 By I N+ we denote the set f 1; 2; 3; : : : g of positive natural numbers, whereas I N0 denotes the set f 0; 1; Given a mapping T : L ! L on a complete lattice O = hL; i we can de ne its ordinal powers { corresponding to repeated applications of the mapping { as new mappings on the same lattice by using trans nite recursion on in conjunction with the least upper bound operation on the lattice.
The ordinal powers T " : L ! L of T are de ned as follows: T "0 (x) = x; 2 The notations lub(X) and glb(X) are justi ed since for every set X its least upper bound and its greatest lower bound are unique if they exist.
T " (x) = T (T " ?1 (x)); for a successor ordinal ; T " (x) = lub(f T " (x) j < g); for a limit ordinal : For the important special case of the bottom element ? = glb(L) of O, the ordinal powers T " of T are lattice elements given by T " = T " (?): The well-known theorem of Knaster A disjunction C 0 is called a sub-disjunction of another disjunction C if every atom appearing in C 0 also appears in C. C 0 is called a proper sub-disjunction of C if C 0 6 = C and C 0 is a sub-disjunction of C. For a disjunctive Herbrand state S, let can(S) = f C 2 S j 6 9C 0 2 S : C 0 is a proper sub-disjunction of C g; exp (S) = f C 2 DHB P j 9C 0 2 S : C 0 is a sub-disjunction of C g: can(S) and exp (S) are respectively the canonization and the expansion of S, and it holds that can(S) S exp(S). Two disjunctive Herbrand states S 1 and S 2 are called equivalent if exp(S 1 ) = exp (S 2 ). This is denoted by S 1 S 2 .
The minimal model state MS P is equivalent to the least xpoint of the disjunctive consequence operator T s P , and it can be derived as MS P = exp (T s P " !), as was proven by Minker 4 For an arbitrary disjunctive logic program P, a coin can be an in nite set and it can contain in nite interpretations. Thus, this property may not hold for P, since there may exist some I The bottom element of O exp is the coin ? exp = HI P consisting of all Herbrand interpretations. Note that both the intersection and the union of a set X of expanded coins is an expanded coin. I di = f di (f m (c); f n (c)) j m; n 2 IN 0 ; m 6 = n g: This Herbrand interpretation I di says that for di (X; Y ) to be true, it must hold that X and Y denote di erent terms. Let a n denote the atom a(f n (c)), for all n 2 IN + , and let I a = fa n jn 2 IN + g. We are interested in the following expanded coins I n , where all I 2 I n contain the Herbrand interpretation I di :
I n = exp (f fa m g I di j m n g); for n 2 IN + : The set X = f I n j n 2 IN + g of coins forms a chain, since it holds I n I k ; for all n k: Thus, X is a directed set of coins. The least upper bound of X is given by lub exp (X) = \ n2IN+ I n = f I HB P j I \ I a is in nite and I di I g; i.e. it consists exactly of those Herbrand interpretations I, which contain in nitely many of the atoms a n and also contain the whole Herbrand interpretation I di . Thus, each of these Herbrand interpretations I contains at least two di erent atoms a n = a(f n (c)) and a k = a(f k (c)) and the corresponding atom di (f n (c); f k (c)). This implies that the rst rule of the logic program will extend I with the atom a 0 , and that the second rule of the logic program will extend I with all other atoms a m 2 I a . Thus, it holds T INT P (lub exp (X)) = exp (f fa 0 g I a I di g): where the dualization operations are de ned by MS(I) = fC 2 DHB P j 8I 2 I : I j = C g; MM(S) = min (fI 2 HI P j 8C 2 S : I j = C g):
This resembles the duality between the conjunctive and the disjunctive normal form of boolean formulas, since MS P represents the conjunction of its disjunctions, whereas MM P represents the disjunction of the conjunctions formed by its models.
This duality relates the least xpoints MS P and MM P ( v MOD P ) of the consequence operators T s P and T INT P , respectively (see Figure 2 ). In the following we also compare the intermediate results of the respective xpoint iterations. Corollary 5.3 establishes the relationship between the ordinal powers T s P " n and T INT P " n. We will show that M 2 MOD(T s
There is some I 2 I, such that M 2 MOD(T s P (I)). Thus, I M. Since I MOD(S), we get I 2 MOD(S). Since I is a model of S, we get that M is a model of S. The least xpoint of T M P is always reached after two steps: lfp(T M P ) = I 2 ; whereas the least xpoint of T s P is reached after n + 1 steps: lfp(T s P ) = S n+1 = S n fag. We can show that MOD(S n ) = exp (I n fI b g); MS(I n ) = exp (S n fag); where I b = f b i j 1 i n g. This shows that a 2 MS(I n ) n S n ; I b 2 MOD(S n ) n I n ; i.e., the set inclusions in Corollary 5.3 are strict.
Since the operator T s P is continuous (see 12]), its ordinal powers converge towards its least xpoint in at most ! steps, i.e., lfp(T s P ) = T s P " ! 
where A i , i 2 h1; k i, B i , i 2 h1; mi, and C i , i 2 h1; ni, are (positive) atoms in the language; k; m; n 2 IN 0 ; and not is the negation-by-default operator. Given a predicate p in the language, the de nition of p in P is the set of all rules in P whose heads (i.e. A 1 _ : : : _ A k ) contain an atom in which p appears. The de nition of an atom A is taken to be the de nition of the predicate symbol appearing in A.
A normal disjunctive logic program P is called strati ed (see 13]) if it is possible to partition the set of rules of P into sets fP 1 ; : : :; P r g, called strata, such that for every rule of the form (2) in P there exists a constant c, 1 c r, such that: (1) the de nition of each A i is contained in P c ; (2) the de nition of each B j is contained in S s c P s ; and (3) the de nition of each C l is contained in S s<c P s . Any partition fP 1 ; : : :; P r g of P satisfying the above conditions is called a strati cation of P.
The intended meaning of a strati ed disjunctive logic program P is given by its collection of perfect models as de ned in 13]. It is well{known (see e.g. 13]) that this collection can be constructed by induction on the strata as follows. Given a strati cation fP 1 ; : : :; P r g of P, let PM i denote the set of perfect models of the rst i strata of P, i.e. of the logic program S s i P s . By de nition, the lowest stratum P 1 (which may be the empty set) is free of negation{by{default and its set of perfect models is given by PM 1 = MM P 1 . When PM i has been constructed, it is used to evaluate the negated by default literals appearing in the i + 1 stratum as follows: If I 2 PM i , then P I i+1 is the disjunctive logic program: I . The collection of perfect models of P is exactly PM r . It is worth noticing that this collection of models is the same independently of the particular strati cation of P used in the induction. The set of perfect models of P is given by T I hP 1 ;:::;Pri . Notice that, due to Theorem 5.5, each of the closure ordinals I i in the previous de nition is at most !. Fern andez et al. 3] showed how to transform an arbitrary normal disjunctive logic program P into a strati ed one, denoted by P E , in such a way that the perfect models of P E that satisfy a given set of integrity constraints correspond to the stable models of P (as de ned in 14]). They called this transformation the evidential transformation. Using this characterization of stable models, the iterative version of T INT P can be used to construct the stable semantics of P. Similarly, the operator T INT P can be used to generate the collection of partial (or 3{valued) stable models ( 15] ) of a normal disjunctive logic program P by using a characterization of this collection of models given by Ruiz and Minker in 16] . This characterization is based on a transformation called the 3S-transformation which applied to a normal disjunctive logic program P produces a constrained logic program (free of negation-by-default) P 3S , whose minimal (2-valued) consistent models correspond to the partial stable models of the original program P. Since the well{founded model ( 22] ) is a distinct partial stable model of a normal logic program (see 15]), then model generation for the well{founded semantics is also achieved using the operator T INT P together with the 3S-transformation.
Conclusions
Given a disjunctive logic program P, there are two approaches for deriving the minimal model state MS P and two approaches for deriving the set MM P of minimal models of the database. Both sets can be derived based on hyperresolution as well as on model generation from P.
Using hyperresolution, MS P is computed as the least xpoint of the disjunctive consequence operator T s P . Using model generation, MM P is computed as the least xpoint of the consequence operator T INT P .
By dualization of the minimal model state MS P we get the set of minimal models of P as MM(MS P ). Similarly, dualization of MM P yields MS P as MS(MM P ). As shown in this paper, both approaches converge in at most ! steps. For the case of disjunctive deductive databases, these approaches have been implemented within the disjunctive deductive database engine DisLog 7 , cf. 19], developed at the University of T ubingen. Experimenting with DisLog, we have observed that the e ciency of each approach depends on the relation between the number n = jcan(MS P )j of minimal 8 disjunctions in MS P and the number m = jMM P j of minimal models. We conjecture that the following may be the case.
If n and m are about equal, then for each derivation it is better to use the specialized approach, i.e., to derive MS P by hyperresolution and to derive MM P by model generation. If n is much bigger than m, then the fastest is to use model generation for deriving MM P and to derive MS P from MM P by dualization. If n is much smaller than m, then the fastest is to use hyperresolution for deriving MS P and to derive MM P from MS P by dualization. Based on the theorems of Section 5 it has been shown in 18] that during a xpoint iteration with T s P it is possible to switch to some iterations of model generation. Intermediate information about the size of the ordinal powers T s P " n can be used to decide if this would be advantageous.
However, general criteria to decide in advance which method is more e cient when faced with a particular disjunctive logic program are still to be determined.
Using model generation by T INT P , perfect, well{founded, stable and partial stable models of normal disjunctive logic programs can also be computed. For a strati ed disjunctive logic program P, the perfect models of P can be computed by an iterative model generation applied to the strata. For a normal disjunctive logic program P, the stable models and the partial stable models (the well{founded model in particular) of P can be respectively computed by model generation with the evidential transformation P E ( 3] ) and by model generation with the 3S-Transformation P 3S ( 16] ).
